
 
Community Intervention Partnership 

Spring Meeting 
October 10th, 2018 

 
 

Called to order at 9:35 AM by Stephen Shafer. 
 
 
Members Present: Amanda Bruce, Karie Doelger, Cheryl Felt, Loretta Fowler, Jerry Griffin, Kathleen 
Kemen, Lisa Griffin, Kevin Mulverhill, Michele Mulverhill, Jeremiah Pond, Stephen Shafer, Lee Rivers, 
Kathy Snow, Erin Straiff, Jordan Stickney, Wayne Walbridge, Marcia Raville, Travis Bethel, Angela 
Robert, Dean Yando, Samantha Richards, Pete Arcadi, Shaun Ashley, Marcie Dareff-Wenn, Kati Jock, 
Courtney Frank, Craig Carriero, Brandon J. Pelky, Megan Perer,  
 
Foster Care Maps: Jeremiah Pond reviewed the foster care maps. Malone CSD, Brushton CSD, Salmon 
River CSD and Saranac Lake CSD have the most children in the foster care system. With such large 
numbers, not all students are able to stay in their home districts due to the lack of foster homes. There are 
no therapeutic foster homes in Franklin County, which are for children who require a higher level of care. 
Since 2012 the numbers of children in care have dramatically risen. Many children are directly placed in 
care, which means that they stay with other family members, or friends. This is only a small fraction of 
children who are able to do this, there is also no subsidy for the family. Non-school age children have the 
same patterns as school age children, the majority are from Malone, and many are not able to be placed in 
Malone. Over 50% of children in care are school age, this reflects the trend of young children coming into 
care. Children are only permanently placed when reunification cannot happen. Kinship guardianship is 
only for families who become certified foster parents (they are then able to receive a subsidy).  
 
Raise the Age: Currently the legal age of criminal responsibility is 16, with Raise the Age, that will now 
be 18. This will make it so that offenders under the age of 18 cannot go to jail. There is also a new 
criminal court just for minors. This will change the population of foster care and probation. Minor 
offenders will now be handled similarly to juvenile delinquents, with a goal of keeping them in the 
county. They have been working with Kevin Mulverhill to know the trends within the jail. Probation is 
where most of these minors will go. There is a need to allocate more money into services to improve 
outcomes for these minors. To prepare for larger numbers, the county has added another probation officer. 
The programs they are implementing can offer services to the minor as an alternative to detention. Other 
options include elective home monitoring, respite with foster care. This program is reimbursed through 
New York State. They expect roughly between 10-15 cases added after this goes into effect, and believe 
that half of those will enter foster care. They are in the process of developing stepping stones and getting 
additional funding for YAP. Marcia Raville will be utilized, in conjunction with community connections 
to work on living skills, this will be for children 14 and older. Employment programs are looking at what 
training they need to offer these minors so they feel more a part of the community. Older students have 
behavior issues that will cause more issues. They plan to work with districts to educate on this population 
and how DSS can help.  
 
Kevin Mulverhill reported that the population of 16 and 17 year olds has dwindled, and this is something 
DSS has helped with. Minors were not able to go to the jail, they had to go to secure detention. It was 
always difficult to find a bed, and when one was found it was expensive (roughly $500/day). Mulverhill 
applauds DSS and Probation on keeping the numbers as low as they are. He wants to help in any capacity 
he can.  
 

DRAFT 



Per Craig all misdemeanors will go to family court. Felonies will go to criminal, but hopefully will get 
plead down and can go to family court, as there is no place locally to house them.  
 
Probation has introduced interactive journaling, the behavioral intervention program will meet in groups, 
go through a workbook with the minors. DSS already does a lot of this, they just need to pump up 
services to help with prevention.  
 
Lisa Griffin mentioned that every juvenile delinquent should be sent to PINS/Prevention Unit first. If they 
can find the underlying home issue at age 12-14, you will see less offenders. Plans will be amended based 
on what happens between now and the next meeting.  
 
There was some discussion as to which local employers would like to participate in the program. It was 
mentioned that Community Connections has already started this process, but it is hard to entice employers 
due to stereotyping.  
 
There was mention of the districts reaching out more directly to DSS before things get bad with a student, 
as a more proactive measure.  
 
 
Suicide Prevention: Troop B had their first training in which 25 troopers attended. The goal was mental 
health first aid. They have worked with Loretta on their Superintendent’s Day where 60 staff were trained 
on QPR.  
 
Awareness events have been working with the adolescents, they had 23 attend a recent Saranac Lake 
event held by Citizen’s Advocates. They plan to put together a Suicide Survivors group, date to be 
announced. They are also going to be organizing more Memory and Healing events in Malone and 
Saranac Lake. The last events had 30 participants in Malone and 15 in Saranac Lake. They plan to offer 
these events at more locations. They are struggling to come up with a “post-vention” plan, and want to 
offer it for more than just suicide.  
 
They now have a website and admin portal. They are wanting to split the coalition into a “North” and 
“South” end. In the North, they meet every third Thursday of the month.  
 
They have been distributing items with the hotline’s phone number on them. Have been working closely 
with DSS, helping to develop a life skills program for adolescents. This is a twelve week program, 
roughly ten hours per week, that coordinates with different local organizations (currently Wal-Mart and 
Kinney Drugs). To remain in the program, students must not be absent or failing in school. Students are 
followed until they are eighteen years of age. Currently there are four participants in the program. They 
are seeing peer-to-peer training occurring between the participants. All are fully participating in the 
program and an immediate difference was seen in the students such as having better work ethics.  
 
Lisa Griffin mentioned that previously they have had issues with foster kids who age out and then do not 
know what to do. This program is a good bridge to adulthood, especially with kids who do not want to go 
to DSS anymore for help. 
 
Adirondack Health Institute Travis Bethel gave a presentation on Raise the Age. He mentioned that the 
two biggest health disparities in our region are tobacco use and obesity. The Tobacco Taskforce has 
focused on reduction of use. One strategy they came up with was “Raise the Age” where the legal age 
would become 21 to purchase tobacco products. This has been found to be effective, as in 1964 before 
there was a legal age imposed, the tobacco use was at 42%, today that rate is currently 15-25%. 95% of 



smokers start before the age of 21, the average being 18. Studies state that you are not fully developed 
mentally and physically until the age of 25.  
 
Travis went on to discuss that the leading cause of death and disease is tobacco use. Roughly half a 
million people die every year from tobacco. Franklin County’s rate of tobacco use is above average, at 
28.8%, which is 14.6% higher than the state average. Ecigarettes were also discussed; in Franklin County 
the rate of use is at 20.6% (committee members mentioned that these are becoming an issue in the 
districts).  
 
Much more information can be found at healthyadk.org  
 
Neither AHI or NYS Public Health can lobby for this, it needs to come from community members. Mr. 
Shafer mentioned that FEH BOCES had passed a resolution in support of Raise the Age and passed it on 
to legislators.  
 
Drug Prevention Taskforce The Franklin County Drug Prevention Taskforce is a multidisciplinary team 
formed from different community and local organization members. He mentioned that their momentum 
has declined recently and they need more input from the community. Jerry Griffin suggested that they 
should have the Taskforce be a part of the Counselor’s Meetings.  
 
DASA Rhonda Shorette-Peets and Cheryl Felt gave a presentation on DASA and recent updates to it. 
DASA is meant to protect students from harassment and bullying. It was pointed out that in NYS under 
DASA, transgendered students are still protected even though the federal law changed.  
 
DASA has a strict definition of bullying: repeated persistent events, with a chain of documentation. 
Although it can in some instances be a single incident. DASA and ESSA work together to create a 
positive environment, culture and climate in a school setting. It also strives to create a feeling of 
connection and engagement between staff and students. Research has shown that incidents are going 
down since implementation.  
 
Positivity Project Rhonda gave some information on the Positivity. This is a veteran created program for 
character building, fostering closer relationships. St. Regis Falls has been using this and they have 
reported that it is working well. It only takes about ten minutes a day. This program aligns with NYS 
Mental Health Standards.  
 
School Resource Officers Malone CSD has had a SRO for about five years now. They stated the 
implementation was easy. They hired a retired office, states that this saves them money as there is a 
$30k/year cap on their salary, and their health insurance is already paid. All they supplied is a uniform 
(consisting of a polo, kakis and a holster, they also provided a vest, but the office does not always wear 
it). They are technically a village employee.  
 
Chateaugay CSD spoke of how they have no village police department and the closest trooper barracks 
are in Malone, this was a driving force in their desire for a School Resource Officer, to decrease response 
time in the event of an incident. They opted to hire two part time officers, so this way there is always 
coverage. They also in conjunction to their SRO added a Mental Health Prevention Counselor. They have 
trained all of their point of entry staff on procedures.  
 
St. Regis Falls and Brushton-Moira are exploring the possibility of SROs for their districts. FEH BOCES 
is in the process  



 
The NYS Troopers mentioned that they have been doing random check-ins at each district to get familiar 
with each building and with key staff members, this also serves as a way to be more present in the 
districts as a deterrent. They want everyone to be more involved. They offered to be present for various 
drills at the districts.  
 
Open Forum  
 

• The Waiver Program has moved to Managed Care, districts can now make direct referrals 
• December 10th, Public Health with be hosting the move “Resilience” at the Wild Center and 

NCCC 
• November 13th at 6pm DSS will be hosting a forum on adverse child experiences at the Malone 

Golf Course 
• October 29th from 9:30-12:30 they will be holding sessions discussing/training on best practices 

for students in care including: best interest determinations and transportation.  
 
Meeting adjourned at 12:30. Lunch was served. 
 
Next Meeting Date: Wednesday, April 24th, 2019 at the North Franklin Educational Center in Malone 
 


